Distinct brain activation patterns for human maximal voluntary eccentric and concentric muscle actions.
Eccentric muscle contractions generate greater force at a lower level of activation and subject muscles to more severe damage than do concentric actions. A recent investigation has revealed that electroencephalogram (EEG)-derived movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) is greater and occurs earlier for controlling human eccentric than concentric submaximal muscle contractions. However, whether the central nervous system (CNS) control signals for high-intensity or maximal-effort eccentric movements differ from those for concentric actions is unknown. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the MRCP signals differ between the two types of maximal-effort contractions. Eight volunteers performed 40 maximal voluntary eccentric and 40 maximal voluntary concentric elbow flexor contractions on a Kin-Com isokinetic dynamometer. Scalp EEG signals (62 channels) were measured along with force, joint angle, and electromyographic (EMG) signals of the performing muscles. MRCP-based two-dimensional brain maps were created to illustrate spatial and temporal distributions of the MRCP signals. Although the level of elbow flexor muscle activity was lower during eccentric than concentric movements, MRCP-indicated cortical activation was greater both in amplitude and area dimension for the eccentric task. Detailed comparisons of individual electrode signals suggested that eccentric movements needed a significantly longer time for early preparation and a significantly greater magnitude of cortical activity for later movement execution. The extra preparation time and higher amplitude of activation may reflect CNS activities that account for the higher risk of injury, higher degree of movement difficulty, and unique motor unit activation pattern associated with maximal-level eccentric muscle actions.